Arveson has recently generalized an important result of Andersen's about continuous nests to a larger class of lattices. Andersen's result is a base for much of the recent interesting work on compact perturbations and similarity of nest algebras. This paper investigates further the structure of such lattices. It is shown that the ordered group lattices with 2-continuous measures introduced by Arveson are completely distributive. This immediately implies various nice properties of Alg ¿f, the associated algebra of operators leaving such a lattice ^invariant.
Recently much interesting work has been done on similarity of nest algebras and compact perturbations of nest algebras [1, 2, 4, 10, 9] . This work is based on a result of Andersen [1, Theorem 3.5.5] concerning continuous nests. This result has been generalized by Arveson [3] , The setting for this generalization involves a new class of commutative subspace lattices, which we will call ordered group lattices. There is a natural desire to explore furthc properties of such a lattice J? and of Alg if, the associated algebra of operators leaving if invariant, with the eventual hope of extending similarity and compact perturbation results. Some ingredients in these results for nests are the facts that if ./Fis a nest, then Alg Jf+ Jfis closed (where Jf is the algebra of compact operators) and Alg ¿Vis hyperreflexive. The main result of this paper is that the ordered group lattices derived from S-continuous projection valued measures are completely distributive. Completely distributive (commutative) lattices are of interest because their associated algebras have many nice properties. In particular, for such a lattice ¿£, we have that the subalgebra generated by the rank-one operators in Alg <£ is dense in Alg i^ and that Alg if + Jfis closed.
Throughout this paper all Hubert spaces are separable. A subspace lattice is a lattice of projections acting on a (separable) Hubert space which contains zero and the identity and which is closed in the strong operator topology. A subspace lattice if is commutative if the projections in if commute with each other. A CSL algebra is a reflexive algebra whose subspace lattice is commutative. A lattice is completely distributive if it permits distribution of the lattice operations over families of arbitrary cardinality. We refer the reader to [6 or 8] for a precise definition and a discussion of equivalent characterizations. The characterization of complete distributivity for subspace lattices that we will use is due to Longstaff [12] , We first need a couple of definitions. For M and L ^SC, define
A subspace lattice is completely distributive iff L+ = L for all L G if [12] . Let G be a second countable locally compact abelian group and let 2 be a cone in G, i.e. 2 satisfies (i) 2 n -2 = {0}, (ii)2 + 2 c 2,
(iii) 2 is the closure of its interior. We define a partial order < in G by x < v if y -x g 2. We say that (G, 2) is an ordered group. A Borel set £ ç G is called increasing if, for every x g E and jeG, x < >> implies >> g F. Let m be a a-finite measure on G. Let fi£ denote the projection on L2(G, m) given by multiplication by Xe-^e define if (2, w) = {fi£: E increasing).
We will call this an ordered group lattice. We say that m is ^-continuous if the function x e G >-+ m(E + x) is continuous for every increasing set E. These lattices and the notion of 2-continuity of a measure were introduced by Arveson in [3] . There he shows that if (2, m) is a commutative subspace lattice and that the 2-continuity of a measure m implies that m(dE) = 0 for all increasing sets E and in fact is equivalent to m(9£) = 0 for all closed increasing sets E. (Here 3£ denotes the boundary of E.)
We will now show that, for (G, < , m) with 2-continuous m, the latticeif(2, m) is completely distributive. We first require some technical lemmas and definitions. Define the support of a measure m to be supp m = [ x ^ G\m(U) ¥= 0 ior every open set U containing x ).
For x G G, let îx = {z G G\x < z} and Dx = {z g G|z < x). Note that îx = x + 2 and Dx = x -2. The corresponding projection determined by multiplication by the characteristic function of Ix (respectively Dx) will be denoted by Ix (resp. Dx). If F is a subset of G, E will denote the closure of E. Remark. The remark near the end of Arveson's paper [3] that Alg if + Jf" is norm-closed for if as in Corollary 5 is not stated completely correctly. This result was known to Arveson only for the case if = if (2, m) where m is Haar measure on G.
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